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NOTETAKING FORMATS 

 
LIE DETECTORS 

 
 There are many misunderstandings about so-called lie detecting equipment, 
especially the polygraph. 
 The word polygraph simply means “multiple writer.”  It is a machine that is 
designed to record several types of information at the same time.  The information 
is about the physiological state of persons to whom the polygraph is connected:  
blood pressure, breathing, perspiration, and other body functions. 
 The use of a polygraph to “detect lies” stems from the fact that when people 
tell lies, they usually have an emotional response that brings about a change in their 
physiological state.  A polygraph cannot tell the difference between a lie and a 
truthful statement.  It merely records the fact that a person’s physiological condition 
indicates that an emotional response occurred at a given time. 
 Suspects cannot be forced to have polygraph tests.  If they agree to undergo 
polygraph examinations, a trained, highly qualified polygraph operator must be 
used.  It is the examiner’s interpretation of polygraph records that is important.  
Since the records from the machine do not state that a person has lied, a qualified 
examiner must interpret the records. 
 Recently, the voice stress analyzer has been developed for use as a “lie 
detector.”  Its inventors claim that it detects lies (or emotional responses) by 
detecting variations in person’s voices that are caused by stress.  This machine has 
advantages over the polygraph.  It is a more compact device than the polygraph and 
it does not need to be connected directly to a person.  Also, the manufacturers claim 
that the voice stress analyzer may be used to detect lies in tape recordings of voices.  
If these claims are found to be true, the voice stress analyzer may become widely 
used very soon.  
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TWO-COLUMN UNORGANIZED OUTINE FORMAT/CORNELL METHOD 
 

TITLE 
 
RECALL COLUMN 
 
(Filled in after the lecture) 
 
2” column on left 
 
MAIN IDEAS, REDUCTION OF 
IDEAS AND FACTS TO 
CONCISE SUMMARIES IN 
PHRASE OR QUESTION 
FORMAT 

NOTES TO BE TAKEN DURING LECTURE 
 
 
 
6” column on right 
 
SUPPORTING DETAILS, EXAMPLES, AND 
DATA IN OUTLINE FORM 
 
* - TO INDICATE MISSING INFORMATION 
 

 
SUMMARY: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

OR 
 

SUMMARY QUESTION: Formation of a question consolidating phrases/question 
in the “recall column”. 

 
** In reviewing your lecture notes: 
 

1. Obtain missing information. 
2. Jot an * next to information that is not clear or not understood. 
3. Make a glossary of abbreviations. 
4. Write a summary or summary questions. 
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TWO-COLUMN UNORGANIZED OUTLINE FORMAT/CORNELL METHOD 
LIE DETECTORS 

POLYGRAPH 
What is a polygraph? 
(Definition of a polygraph) 
 
What kinds of information does the polygraph 
record? 
(Kinds of information recorded by polygraph) 
 
 
What is polygraph used for? 
(Use of polygraph) 
 
What are reasons for use of polygraph as lie 
detector? 
(Reasons for use of polygraph as lie detector) 
 
 
 
Who interprets reading and why is interpretation 
important? 
(Interpretation of reading and importance) 

1. Definition- multiple writer 
 
 

2. Information recorded 
-Several types at same time regarding 
physiological state 
 - Blood pressure 
 - Breathing 
 - Perspiration 
 

3. Use- detect lies 
 
 

4. Reasons for use 
-Lies-->emotional response-->change 
in physiological state 
- Can’t tell difference between 
physiological and truthful statement 
-Records that person’s physiological 
condition indicated that emotional 
response occurred at given time. 

5. Interpretation 
-Trained, highly qualified polygraph 
operator must be used 
-Important: records do not state that 
person has lied; determined through 
interpretation. 

VOICE STRESS ANALYZER 
What is purpose of the voice stress analyzer? 
(Purpose of voice stress analyzer) 
 
What are advantages of the voice stress 
analyzer? 
(Advantages over polygraph) 
 
What is voice stress analyzer used for? 
(Use of voice stress analyzer) 

1. Purpose- detects lies or emotional 
responses by variations in voices caused 
by stress. 

 
2. Advantages over polygraph 

-More compact 
-Does not need to be connected 
directly to person 
 

3. Use- detects lies in tape recordings 
voices 

SUMMARY:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
OR 

SUMMARY QUESTION:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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MAIN IDEA TO MAIN IDEA FORMAT 
 
 This format is good for unorganized lectures.  It is similar to the two-column 
unorganized outline format/Cornell Method with the exception of the “recall 
column.”  Center each topic or main idea followed by the enumeration of each 
supporting detail flush against the margin. 
 

TITLE 
 

TOPIC 
 

1. Supporting detail 
2. Supporting detail 
3. Supporting detail 

 
 

TOPIC 
 

1. Supporting detail 
2. Supporting detail 

 
SUMMARY:________________________________________________________ 
 

OR 
 

SUMMARY QUESTION:_____________________________________________ 
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MAIN IDEA TO MAIN IDEA FORMAT 

LIE DETECTORS  
POLYGRAPH 

 
1. Definition – multiple writer 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Information recorded – physiological state of person 

a. Blood pressure 
b. Breathing 
c. Perspiration 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Use – to detect lies 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. Reasons for use 

a. Lies-->emotional response-->change in physiological state 
b. Can’t tell difference between physiological and truthful statement 
c. Records that person’s physiological condition indicated that emotional 

response occurred at given time. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. Interpretation 

a. Trained, highly qualified polygraph operator must be used 
b. Records do not state that person has lied; determined through 

interpretation. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VOICE STRESS ANALYZER 
1. Purpose  - detects lies or emotional responses by variations in voice caused 

by stress 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Advantages over polygraph 

a. more compact 
b. does not need to be connected directly to person 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Use – detects lies in tape recordings of voices 

 
SUMMARY:________________________________________________________ 
 

OR 
 

SUMMARY QUESTION:_____________________________________________ 


